
The future of  
brand activation.

Print Next 2019, Per Oldeide
Papirfly - flying under the radar.



Our business.



Brand consistency. 
Save money. 
Save time. 



Mission. 
 To make professional quality brand marketing, brilliantly simple. 
 



Activate.
Create marketing materials without specialists. 
 



Vision.
To become a verb – ‘to Papirfly your brand’. 
 



Who.



We keep great company.
Apart from being  #1 vendor in Retail in Scandinavia these are the brands we work with:



Users love Papirfly.
Don’t just take our word for it. Insights from our existing clients and their users.

of clients are satisfied  
with their purchase 

 of Papirfly*

of Papirfly users said it  
is quite or extremely 

easy to create an asset* 

of clients say Papirfly  
has resolved a lot of day  

to day challenges*

of Papirfly users said it 
takes under 30 minutes 
 to produce an asset* 

*Stats taken from actual client and user feedback (Nov 2018 - Jan 2019)  

100%

100%*

92%*

94%*



One litte example

VB Como takdusjsett
Newform

Kr 12 990,-
Uten montering: VB Pris kr 10 990,-

Produkter merket                                   viser pris inkl. frakt, montering
og fjerning av emballasje.

Ferdig VB montert

NRF4404727

Kr 499,-
Outline Lite pedalbøtte
Smedbo

Førpris kr 599,-

ARTFK665

Kr 6 990,-
Optima kjøkkenbatteri
Oras Armatur

NRF4200441



“IBM teams who are 
using Papirfly are more 

committed to the brand. “

“People need Papirfly.”  
“It’s a fundamental part 
of our infrastructure  We 
can’t get enough of it.”

“Using Papirfly has 
enabled us to have the 
speed to market that we 

did not have.”

Users love Papirfly.
A few words from some of our amazing clients.
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How.



Not a DAM.
It’s truly game-changing. A web-based brand activation solution. 
What used to take days or weeks now takes minutes. 

 



Our suite of products.
Educate. Brand Portal 
   
Store and Share. DAM 

Create. Print. HTML mail. Web Banner. Social Media. Digital Signage 
 



Pixel perfect.
• High precision layout engine independent 

of browser text handling, offering sub-
pixel control over typography.  

• 100% consistent size of text and text  
breaking across browsers. 

• Framework offers vector precision 
measurement of both text and  
individual glyphs. 

• Support for opentype features  
and right to left text.  

• We handle multi-page text flows and text 
wrapping around arbitrary vector shapes. 

• True WYSIWYG 
• High performance, while typing, we offer 

at least 30fps, typically 60fps. 
• PDFs are created to wanted standard and 

compatibility. Images are converted from 
original to correct colour space and ICC 
profile, target resampled for optimal size  
and resolution. 



Ease of use.
A consistent and simple user interface across all solutions. 
It's so simple to use, day to day tasks will be much faster and 
easier to deliver. 



Can do it all.
No specialist support required.  
Across digital and print, also complex material. 
 



Papirfly your Brand
Educate  |  Store & Share  | Create 
 



Any questions?


